**Cloth Ties for Fabric Masks Instructions**

**Cloth Ties Materials**
-4 strips of fabric (2 inch by 20 inch)
-Iron

Note: pattern is not to size

Place wrong side of fabric facing up  
Fold in half  
Press with Iron  
Open up fold  
Fold 1 of the outer edges into the middle crease  
Press with Iron  
Do the same to the other side  
Press with Iron  
Fold so both side are laying on top of each other  
Press with Iron  
Using a quarter inch seam stitch down the open side  
You can sew down both sides to reinforce the Tie  
Do this for all 4 strips

Watch the first 5 minutes of Video for a Visual  
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q0Esk4_Q78A](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q0Esk4_Q78A)